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Increase donor retention and gift migration
during challenging times.

A M E R I C A N FA M I LY I N S U R A N C E
American Family Insurance (AFI) has a strong sense of

Join us as we discuss and examine the philosophy
and practice of Donor Centered Fundraising
and how this new and emerging development
philosophy is generating positive results across a
broad spectrum of the nonprofit community. The
practice is relatively simple and straightforward to
implement and novel in its approach.

community and a long tradition of giving back to the
communities in which it does business to ensure quality of life
for those communities and their residents. Their agents and
employees volunteer countless hours outside the workplace.

Two members of the Akron Children’s Hospital
Foundation who have recently implemented the
Donor Centered Fundraising Model—John Zoilo,
Executive Director, and Brian Hollingsworth,
Coordinator of Donor Relations—will discuss
this new model of stewardship and how it can be
successfully implemented to achieve results.

AFI makes community service and philanthropy a priority.

Join our listserv to receive more details:

in the capacity of board member and officer and has been an

This company has supported the Domestic Violence Project
(DVP) generously with its financial and human resource
contributions which have made a vital difference for the
organization. Kurt McCabe, District Manager, has served DVP

www.AFPncoh.org

advocate generating direct financial support from AFI.
Kurt and AFI have seen the DVP through a major capital
campaign in which the organization attained property and
opened their new offices and shelter in Canton. Through
his efforts and the efforts of other AFI employees, DVP has
broadened their scope, expanded the number of clients they
are able to serve, and helped improve the way clients and the
community are served.
American Family Insurance’s community reinvestment
touches many, improving the quality of life for individuals and
neighborhoods. They state that what touches them most is the
hard working, inspiring people they meet while donating their

Hiram College is pleased to recognize and pay tribute to the region’s

time and money. AFI believes in helping to grow healthy and

philanthropic community, including

strong individuals, families, neighborhoods and communities.
Their Corporate Giving Program provides more than $2

Helen Dix,
Paul Martin, and
The Burton D. Morgan Foundation.
Through their generosity, Hiram College continues to be an innovative
leader that changes lives by delivering a liberal arts experience that
prepares our students for fulfillment in both work and life.
20

million in contributions and countless hours of volunteer
work to nonprofit, charitable, and community organizations
throughout their 18 states. This company provides a stellar
nominated by
Leslie Covell Hershberger,
Domestic Violence Project, Inc.

example of leadership and philanthropy.
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